The methods for electrophysiology in neuroscience have evolved tremendously over the recent 17 years with a growing emphasis on dense-array signal recordings. Such increased complexity and 18 augmented wealth in the volume of data recorded, have not been accompanied by efforts to 19 streamline and facilitate access to processing methods, which too are susceptible to grow in 20 sophistication. Moreover, unsuccessful attempts to reproduce peer-reviewed publications 21 indicate a problem of transparency in science. This growing problem could be tackled by 22 unrestricted access to methods that promote research transparency and data sharing, ensuring 23 the reproducibility of published results. 24 Here, we provide a free, extensive, open-source software that provides data-analysis, data-25 management and multi-modality integration solutions for invasive neurophysiology. Users can 26 perform their entire analysis through a user-friendly environment without the need of 27 programming skills, in a tractable (logged) way. This work contributes to open-science, analysis 28 standardization, transparency and reproducibility in invasive neurophysiology. 29 30 31 32 33
Introduction 34
Invasive electrode recordings are a unique source of in-vitro and in-vivo neurophysiological data 35 at high resolution in both space and time, recorded in relation to complex animal and human 36 behavior. The complexity of this kind of data has increased in recent years, with the advent of 37 increasingly dense multi-channel and multi-site electrode arrays. This evolution provides exciting 38 opportunities to explore the relationship between local events, such as action potentials, and 39 more global dynamics at the systems level, such as fluctuations in oscillatory network activity. At 40 the same time, these multiscale explorations require different analytical methods from those 41 traditionally used in the field. 42 Challenges in exploring high-dimensional spatio-temporal data sets are not specific to 43 electrophysiology: they occur frequently in neuroimaging data, as scanners produce increasingly 44 large volumes of data, which are often shared across multiple groups or research centres. In 45 response, the brain imaging community has made significant strides in developing shared 46 software platforms to harmonize analytical methods and to facilitate data sharing ( 55 and most with restricted interoperability with other tools. 56 While we acknowledge significant efforts in harmonizing data formats for electrophysiology 57 ( (Gorgolewski and Poldrack, 2016; Larson and Moser, 2017) . In this regard, well-supported 61 software tools are required to produce analytical workflows that are validated, well documented 62 and reproducible. Important components include data organization, review and quality control, 63 verified implementations of signal extraction and decomposition methods, solutions for 64 advanced visualization registered to anatomy, and sound approaches to machine learning and 65 statistical inference. As in the brain imaging field, such tools would facilitate the reproducibility 66 of published results and the dissemination of methods within and between research groups. Brainstorm's GUI. Figure 8B shows the tuning curves of one example neuron (labeled as "Spikes Figure 9B shows a zoomed-in version of Figure 9A The computed noise correlation showed 2 pairs of neurons with abnormally high noise 333 correlation (above 0.8). After further inspection, it was revealed that this was due to the fact that 334 the spike-sorter that was used was not taking into account the relative position of the electrodes, 335 and the same neurons were picked up from neighbouring channels: 336 Neurons: AD01 |1| -AD02|2| and AD08 |1| -AD09 |1| were the same neuron. research results (Baker, 2016 For all these reasons, we believe that IN-Brainstorm responds to an unmet need of the 463 electrophysiology community. By providing a unique environment with a common set of 464 analytical tools, the application also provides a unique bridge between recording scales, data 465 types and researchers, and additionally, between the methods used in human, animal and slice 466 preparations. It also represents a scalable framework to developments and integration of existing 467 or future tools and data formats for the entire field of electrophysiology. We are grateful to Dr. Matthew Krause, Dr. Pedro Vieira, Dr. Christos Gkogkas, Bennet Csorba, 472 Nardin Nakhla and Yavar Korkian for providing datasets. Dr. Shahab Bakhtiari for his input in data 473 analysis. We also thank Elizabeth Bock for early testing of the tools featured. We also extend 
